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1. DETAILED EXAMINATION AND ANALYSIS OF THE DIRECTOR-GENERAL'S PROPOSED PROGRAMME AND 
BUDGET ESTIMATES FOR 1959, TAKING INTO CONSIDERATION THE TERMS OF RESOLUTION WHA5.62j 
Item 6 of the Agenda (Official Records No. 81} Documents EB21/AF/WP/1-15) 
(continued) 

Central Technical Services (Official Records No. 81， pages 22-39) (continued from the 
first meetáng) ‘ 

4.3 Editorial and Reference Services (continued from page 21) 

The СНАШМАН saád that the Assistant Director-General, Department of Administration 

and Finance, would give some jbaformation requested at the first meeting. 

Mr SIEGEL, Assistant Director-General, Department of Administration and Finance, 

recalling that Dr Moore had asked what was the relation of revenue from sales of ШО 

publications to the total cost of printing those publications, said it was not an easy-

question to answer. "WHO policy regardii^ the free distribution and sales of public-

ations was laid down in Executive Board resolution EBÜ1.R42 and the report of the 

Director-General mentioned in paragraph 1 of that resolution. The annual proceeds 

from the sale of "WHO publications were at present in the neighbourhood of $100 000. 

From that amount should be deducted in respect of agents
1

 commission. Sales of 

the Official Records and the associated volumes were negligible, and, as the cost of 

printing them was in any case charged to the Health Assenû>ly and Board accounts, they 

mdght be excluded from consideration. In 1957, except for direct sales to goveramenrba 

of -Иге Manual of the International Statistical Classification, the bulk of sales revenue 

had been obtained from sales of publications printed in 1956 and earlier years. 

In 1956 expenditure under the heading "Printing of publications", excluding 

expenditure on the Official Records, had been $ 128 000, and expenditure w the 

Technical Report Series approximately $ 10 000, vdiich had been charged to the costs of 

the meetings "whose reports were printed in that series. To within less than $ 100 
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the average annual expenditure on those items for the three years 1954-1956 was the 

same. Expenditure under the heading "Printing of publications" covered the cost of 

distribution to governments and to health institutions in Member countries. The cost 

of such distribution was seldom less than half the total. 

There were, as assets, the remaining stocks of unsold but still saleable 

publications. 

VJHO was receiving more than 1000 periodicals in exchange for its own publications* 

The estimated cost of subscribing to those periodicals would have been approximately 

$ 8000. 

Total Ajnount of the Budget Proposed by the Director-General for 1959 

The CHAIRMAN invited comments on the total amount of the budget proposed by the 

Director-General for 1959， suggesting that members might base such comments on 

document EB21/AF/WP/15.
1 

D
r
 HYDE s a ü that it would be enco\iraging if the percentage of the total for 

technical activities at Headquarters - i.e. activities of both the Department of 

Central Technical Services and the Department of Advisory Services - were increased. 

He saw from document EBSl/AF/^P/l^ that that percentage had been falling steadily. 

Regular budget funds should be used for the increase. 
• • • • • 

Dr MOORE wished to complement the Djrector-General, the regional directors and 

their staffs on the thought ard effort they had expended In preparing the proposed 

budget for 1959. • However, during the Standing Committee's exaairntion of it, there 

had come to light certain proposals for continued expenditure on current projects, 

some of which he thought should be progressively curtailed and the remainder postponed 

until a later year, 

1

 The tables contained in the appendices to this document are reproduced as 

Appendices 1..0 and ll to 84. 
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He considered that the present anomalous situation regarding the Tuberculosis 

Research Offièe, for the work of which he had nothing but praise'to offer, should be 

rectified Ъу progressively reducing the support given to it by WHO with a view to 

terminating it in three or four yearst time. 

T h e r
e was a similar situation regarding grants to the Council for International 

Organizations of Medical Services; the Standi^ Committee should examine the proposal 

for the grant to that organ^fetion in 1959 vexy carefully. He himself thought that 

the proposed grant should be deleted from the budget estimates» 

Other items of proposed expenditure which he considered were open to question 

w e r e
 the provision for the broad programes of the United Nations and the specialised 

agencies, and for liaison with UNICEF, and the provision for a number of the proposed 

• expert committeese 

He had doubts about the plans for the proposed seminar on the disposal of radio-

.active waste. He did not think it would be practicaba for the Organization to 

arrange such a s e m i ^ r , even by 1959，and ^ r e e d m t h the Chaiman of the Executive 

Board that it was unlikely that much could be achieved by means of a weekis. semtear. 

When the International Atomic Energy Agency began to operate effectively and an agree-

rae
nt had been made between it and W H O ； the Board wôuld be in a better position than it 

w a s
 at present to come to a conclusion regarding the proposed seminar. He was in 

favour of postponing il; until after the end of 1959. 

He thought that by either reducing or deferring the items he had mentioned, the 

total budget for 1959 could Ъе reduced by as much as about $ 250 000 without the 

programme for that year being impaired. The swings achieved by making those changes 

might well be nsed for strengthening the Headquarters technical services. 
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Dr TOGBA also thought that the Director-General and his staff should be 

congratulate ci on the Proposed Programme and Budget Estimates for 1959• 

He was of the opinion that the regional technical services should be strengthened, 

that work at present being done by the headquarters technical services should be 

assigned to them whenever practical, and that the work of WHO should be decentralized 

as much as possible. 

Dr HÏDE said that he had not meant that the administration of field prc^ranunes 

sho«14 b e more highly centralized, but that the headquarters technical services should 

extend their planning activities, particularly of such field programmes as the malaria 

eradication programme, and e3qîâad their woric on problems, euch as biological standard-

ization, which concerned the world as a whole, thus strengthening the world leadership 

function of the Organization, The fact that iáiere was full support for the malaria 

eradication,programme was largely due to the great respect in which WHO was held, and 

while that respect had been partly acquired through field work, it was also due, in 

technical quarters, to the high calibre of the scientific work being done at 

Headquarters. That respect should not be reduced ly failing to provide adequately 

for the headquarters technical services. 

Dr TOGBA asked A e t h e r the Secretariat at Headquarters could be called upon to 

service field activities and hew the regional technical services of the Organization 

differed from the headquarters technical services. 

Dr DOROLLE, Deputy Director-General, replied that the extent to which the 

Headquarters Secretariat serviced- field activities varied greatly} it depended on the 

nature of those activities. Headquarters, for example, provided most of the services 

needed for. mental.health work, but for other field activities, e.g. maternal and child 

health, for ndiich every regional office had specialized staff, it did more 1л the way 

of leadership and сo«ordination) drawing up plans and evaluating reeulte. 
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Therè was a great difference between headquarters and the regions as regards 

central teehnical activities。 A large part of headquarters activities, in the two 

departments concerned^ was devoted to world-wide central technical wórk, while in 

the regions roost, if not all,the activities were concerned witb direct assistance to 

governments• 

ТООЫ asked how the action targed by Dr Hyde could be taken without Joopaî^izing 

the Organization
1

s field work
e 

ïha КЕШтШШКЯЫЗМШАЬ said the Headquarters ЬтШЗса! activities 

could not be expanded without reduoing field activities unless the budget total wore 

inur/eased. He was certain that if those services were expanded it would be to the 

credit of the Organization as a whole. The reason that they had not been more 

expanded was that suocessive World Health Assemblies had laid emphasis on field 

•Otivities. 

Dr TOGBA said that if the action urged by Dr Hyde were taken, the Committee 

should recommend an increase in the budget total or the elimination, or postponement 

of pertain activities, as Dr Moore had suggested, 

Dr HÏDE proposed the following draft resolution % 

The Standing Committee 

APPROVES the Director-Qeneral
1

s budget as presented； 

SUGGESTS, however, that in the preparation of the budget for i960 

consideration be given to the possibility of assigning a greater percentage 

¡ of the proposed budget ta strengthening, the. technical services at Jfeftdquartprs • 
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Dr ТШВА. said that he would be able to vote in favour of that draft resolution 

if the words "provided that does not entail a reduction of field activities" were 
i 
i 

added.. 

The CHAIRMAN suggested that Dr Hyde discuss the draft resolution with Dr Togba 

and Dr Moore after the meeting, and submit a revised version of it in writing later. 

The DEPUTY DIRECTOR-aENERAL said that the wording of the resolution would of 

course need to be modified somewhat in order to bring it into conformity with the 

terins of referenoe of the Standing Committee, 

Dr MOORE said he would welcome comments from other members of the Committee on 

the statement he had made, reiterating that he oould see no reason for the grant which 

it was proposed to make to CIOMS in 1959, 

Dr T0Q3A was opposed to the Standing Committee taking any decision on the proposed 

grant to CIOMS at the present meeting. He would like to hear the views of a 

representative of CIOMS before a decision was taken, 

JDr LAKSHMANAN was inclined to agree with Dr Moore regarding the reducing of 

certain provisions and the deferring of certain projects. Much of what Dr Moore 

had 麥aid applied also to the leprosy training course,which was one of the projects 

under Technical Assistance» He doubted whether the plans for it were praotioal, 

Dr HYDE asked whether Dr Moore was of the opinion that the work of the 

Tuberculosis Research Office should be integrated with the Tuberculosis Section at 

Headquarters争 
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Dr MOORE said that he was, adding that he tbw^itthat the support given by 腦 for 

tuberbulosis research work should be on the same basis as the support It gave for other 

research work. 

The D E W T Y DIRECTOR-GENERAL said there was a separate item on the Board丨s agenda 

(itera 2.1) entitled "Tuberoulosis Research Office" and that, in pursuance of Board 

resolution EBI7.R25, the Direotor-Seneral had prepared a .document (ВВ21/^)
1;

Ьо serve as 

a basis for the Board'в discussion on that item. He suggested that the Committee 

might report to the Board what had been said on the subject at the present meeting; the 

Board, after discussion of the substance, might wish to refer the financial aspects of 

the matter to the Standing Committee, 

It was so agreed» 

The CHAIRMAN asked Dr Moore to put into writing his suggestions concerning the 

reduction of the пгдтЬег óf expert committees and the àctivitJes relating to broad 

programmes of ttoe Úhited Nations, 

这or discussion of Dr Moore's proposals, see page 157.) 

1

 Reproduced as Annex U to Off, tec. Wld Hlth Org-. 83 
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fi, STUDY OF THE IMPLICATIONS FOR GOVERNMENTS OF THE DIRECTOR-GENERAL'S 
PROPOSED BUDGET LEVEL« Item 7 of the Agenda 

Consideration of Major Questions, as laid down in Resolution WHA.5«62 

The CHAIRMAN reminded the Committee that the Board's review of the annual 

budget estimates had to include consideration of four questions formulated by the 

Fifth World Health Assembly, the first being: whether the budget estimates were 

adequate to enable the Organization to carry out its oonfltitational functions, in 

the light of the current stage of its development. 

The DEPUTY DIEEGTOR-ŒÎERAL recalled that the answer of the Executive Board 

to that question in 1957 had been as followsi 

"The Board, in considering this question, was of the opinion that the 
constitutional functions of the Organization are of such magnitude that 

• the budget estimates for 1958 cannot be said to be adequate.' The 
Organization, both at Headquarters and in the regions, at the current 
stage of its development, is so organized and now has such experience as 
would enable it to carry out its constitutional functions at a considerably 
higher level than at present should additional funds be made available. » 
(Official Records No. 77, page 64). 

Dr TOGBA thought that, no matter how large the budget preaented to the ВоагЙ -

or indeed to any other organ of WHO - there would always be some dissatisfaction 

felt, because WHO had not yet reached a stage at which it could provide adequate 

funds to meet the health problems of the world. The budget proposed by the 

Director-General and now before the Committee was not adequate to nfêet those demandsí 

if WHO could obtain more money, it could do more work iñ the field. All members 

appreciated the contribution of $ 5 ООО 000 made by the United States for malaria 

eradication, but in general the Organization was beginning to scratch the surface 

of the problem. The Committee might therefore prepare an answer to the first question 

similar to that given in the previous year. 
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Sir JOHN CHARLES recalled that, having expressed the opinion Just quoted, the 

Executive Board had proceeded to move for a reduction of the budget, thus displaying 

what a psychiatrist might call an ambivalent attitude. 

Dr HYDE said that nobody would comrrdüb hámself to the opinion that there was 

enough money available to meet the health needs of the world. That would not 

happen in the lifetime of any membei of the Committee. It would therefore be 

necessary to use qualifying l^gaage, and to. say that the budget estimates were not 

adequate to enable the Organization to carry out its constitutional functions in the 

light of the current stage of its development. It could effectively spend far more. 

To say, however, that the budget was inadequate did not commit any WHO organ to 

making it adequate. 
. * . . . . . 

Dr TOGBA proposed that the Director-General should be asked to continue his 

efforts to bring in more funds-

D r
 MOORE suggested that a reference be made to the willingness of Member States 

to increase their contributions. 

The CHAIRMAN pointed out that such a suggestion should properly be made under 

the fourth point of resolution MHA5.62 (broad financial implications). 

D r
 REGAIA said that,„.thr vafganiza'tion was developing so rapidly that finances 

worCta：'never be able to catch up with that development. 

i 

Dr TOtBA observed that no national budget ever made sufficient provision for 

public health. 
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The CHftTHMflW invited discussion of the second pointj whether the annual programme 

followed the general programme of work approved by the Health Assembly. He presumed 

that the affirmative answer of the previous year could be repeated,. 

The DEPUTY DIRECTOR-GENERAL pointed out that tte proposed programme represented a 

step forward towards an even fuller implementation of the second general prograraae of 

work as it gave more emphasis to research and to certain naw activities. The Committee 

might wiBh to stress that fact in its reply. 

The СНАЛШШ put the third question: whether the programme envisaged could Ъ» 

carried out during tiie budget year. 

The DEPUTY DIRECTCR-ŒNERAL, on the invitation of the Chairman, said that in 1957 

the Board had considered that the Organization was well equipped to carry out during the 

"budget year the programme proposed by the Director-General for 1958 under regular, 

Technical Assistance an、Other Extra-budgetary Funds. 

• . 

Dr TOGBA suggested 4hat as far as the malaria eradication programme was concerned， 

the Committee should say ^ot that the Organization was well-equipped, but that it was 

prepared to carzy out thé proposed programme. 

The DEPUTÏ DIRECTcn-GENERAL suggested that the previous year^s wording could be 

i 

retained, and t h a t ^ sentence should be added to signify tiiat the Board also considered 

that the Organisation was prepared to carry out the malaria eradication programme* 

Dr TOGBA. reiterated that the egression "well-equipped" should not be used, for it 

was obviously inappropriate. It suggested that the Organization had no need of larger 

cbntribu^ibris from governments for more staff or material. 

'；John CHAEIES thought a phrase should be inserted to draw attention to the fact 

that funds were available for malaria eradication in I958 but not in 1959. 
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The DIRECTOR-GENERAL thought that the malaria programme had to be . 

considered separately. 

The CHAIRMAN said that the point should be covered, because the Boards 

opinion would refer to 1959, and funds had not yet been contributed for the 

malaria progranmie in that year
t 

Sir John CHARLES proposed the words 丨丨subject to the necessary fields bsiug 

available for 1959 for malaria eradication", 

The CHAIRMAN stressed the need to distinguish between the capacity of the 

Organization to carry out (1) the proposed general programme aid (2) the m^Laria 

eradication programme, for which latter it had no îvnds for 1959. 

The DIREGTOR-ŒiMEiUL thought it wcmld be more correct to say that the 

Organisation was prepared to carry out the programme if money were made available. 

The point should be ençhksiaed, for contributions to the malaria eradication 

programme were made on a voluntary basis-, 

answer to Dr ïogba, he maintained that
 ,!

well-equipped» had been 朋ed in 

the past to describe the btrucfto-e of the Organisation irrespective of the amount 

of available funds » 

Dr TOGBA asked for the precise wording of the proposed answer. 

The DEPUTY DIRECTOR-GENERAL proposed that the discussion should be considered 

a preliminary one, and that the Rapporteur should be asked to submit draft answers 

for later discussion « perhaps when the first draft of the report came up for 

approval® 
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Dr TOGBA agreed, and asked that the'report- might summarize the present discussion 

briefly, 

Dr MOORE, reverting to the first question (adequacy of budget estimates), 

suggested tbe inclusion of a clause along the following lines г 

"Having in mind that the preparedness of governments to contribute 

financial support to WHO is an essential element in judging the state of 

the Organization»s development, the btdget is considered adequate to fulfil 

the constitutional functions of WHO." 

The DIRECTOR-GEMERAL thought that Dr Moore was combining the first and the 

fourth questions.' The fourth question requirsd the Executive Board to consider the 

b r
o a d financial implications to govermients of the budget estimates. The Committee 

should consider carefully the responsibility it would assure if it referred to the 

preparetoess of governments to pay for the programe » Tlie point was a difficult 

Q n e
. не had the inçression that governments were prepared to contribute much more 

if the request were made. The Health Assembly, discussing the last budget, had 

voted fifty to thirteen in favour of a large increase. Neither the Committee nor 

the Board were really in a position to affirm that governments were not prepared to 

p a
y。 The two questions should be considered separately. Some governments might 

s a
y that he was not asking for enough monsy, others that he was asking too much. 

Preparedness to pay was too difficult to assess. 

.The CHAIRMAN asked for comment on the fourth points the broad financial 

implications of the budget estimates. 
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Dr HEDE agreed that тоаЪвгз had often been wrong in predicting what governments and 

the health Assembly would or would not do» Whilè he himself might be even more open to 

ЙГТОГ, hs thought that the governments represented In the Health Assembly would be 

prepared to support the Director-General
1

日 proposal. Some governments were certainly 

p.bl© to contribate mores during the last two years th^y had had the opportunity to 

kake additional contributions to WHO, and the contribution of toe United States 

iGovemment to the Malaria Eradication Special Account had been mad© in anticipation that 

jother governments would follow siilt» It had not been made under any oondition of 

(matching by other governments^ because of the urgency of the situation and because the 

goodwill, oo-operatiox>, aaid participation of other governments had been assmed. 

However, as had been apparent frcm the review of the programme at the morning meeting, 

a great question mark hung over the future financing of the malaria eradication 、 
» V 

programme, The United States Government would probably continue tç make substantial 

contributions, even if not on the scale of that for 1958, He therefore hoped that some' 

clause could be inserted, as strongly vorded the Cewnittee tho«sbt appropriate, that 

would invite governments to make contributions to the Malaria Eradication Special Account 

and thus strengthen the Director-General's hand in approaching them. 

From experience of past Health Assemblies he thought that governments would support 

the increase of some. 5 per cent, in the budget estimates requested by the Director-General, 
\ •• • 

Some Member States, However, were able and willing to make further contributions, and 
\ . ' . 

the Health Assembly should invite them to take advantage of the opportunity presented by 
？ \ ‘ 

the Special Account» 
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The c m m m suggested that the Rapporteur might submit an appropriate draft. 

It was so agreed. (For consideration of draft, see minutes of the seventh meeting, 

section 3。） 

Contributions by Governments towards the cost of Implensntatздп of Projects 

The CHAIRMAN recalled that the Committee had already discussed the scale of 

assessments at ita morning meeting. He invited the Assistant Director-General, 

Department of Administration and Finance, to introduce the document dealioig with 

contributions by governments in local currencies. 

Mr SIEGEL said that the estimated amounts expected to be contributed by governments 

in local currencies towards the costs of dmplementation of the projects listed, to the 

Director-General's Proposed Programme and Budget Estimates for 1959 (Official Records 

No. 81) were shc^n to document EBa/AF/WP/lO.
1

 The document was in the same form as 

the document on the subject tóiich was presented at every World Health Assembly. The 

Secretariat had endeavoured to get as much f o r m a t i o n as possibb regarding those 

contributions before the budget volume was sent to the printers. It had succeeded In 

obtaining information from 62% of the countries and territories covered by the programme 

f o r
 ！959. An up-to-date version of the document would be prepared for the Eleventh 

World Health Assembly. 

T
h e
 CHAIRMAN said he thought that the figures in the document s h o u W be treated 

with circumspection since they were only estimates. 

Mr SIEGEL said it was true that they were only estimatesj they were the best 

estimates available. 

The meeting rose at 4.Ю P«
m

« 

1

 RAnrnduced as Appendix 15 to Off. Rec. Wld Hlth O r g .坠 . 
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1 . DETAILED ЕХЖШАТ1Ш AND M A L Y S I S OF THE DIRECTCR-GENERAL
1

S 
AND BUDGET ESTIMATES FOR 1959 TAKING INTO CONSIDERATION THE 
WHA5.62: Itesm 6 of the Agenda. (Official Records No. 81； 
EB2 1 /AF /WpA - 1 5 ) (continued) 

Relation of Revenue from Sales of WHO Publications to the Cost of Printing the 

Publications “ 

The CHAIRMAN said that the Assistant Director-General, Department of Administration 

and Finance, would give some information requested at an earlier meeting. 

Mr SIEGEL, Assistant Direct or-Gene ral, Department of Administration and Finance, 

recalling that Dr Moore had asked what was the relation of revenue of sales of WHO 

publications to toe total cost of printing those publications, said it was not an easy 

question to answer. WHO policy regarding the free distribution and sales of 

publications was laid down in Executive Board resolution ЕВ11,Ш and the report of 

the Director-General mentioned in paragraph 1 of that resolution. The annual proceeds 

from the sale of WHO publications were at present in the neighbourhood of $100 000. 

From that amount should be deducted in respect of agents' commission. Sales of 

the Official Records and the associated volumes were negligible, and, as the cost of 

printing them was in any： case charged to the Health Assembly and Board accounts, they 

might be excluded from consideration. In 1957 except for direct sales to governments 

of the Manual of the International Statistical Classification, the bulk of sales 

revenue had been obtained from sales of publications printed in 1956 and earlier years. 

In 1956 expenditure under the heading "Printing of publications", excluding 

expenditure on the Official Records, had been $ 128 000, and expenditure on the 

Technical Report Series approximately $ 10 000, which had been charged to the costs of 

the meetings whoee reports were printed in that series• To within less than i 100 

PROPOSED PROGRAMME 
TERMS OF RESOLUTION 
Documents 
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the average annual expenditure on those items for the three years 1954-1956 was the 

same» Expenditure under the heading “Printing of publications" covered the cost of 

distribution to governments and to health institutions in Member countries* The 

cost of such distribution was seldom less than half the total. 

There were, as assets, the remaining stocks of unsold but still saleable 
‘ • • • ’ � . - . , 

publications. 

WHO was receiving more than 1000 periodicals in exchange for its own publications. 

The estimated, cost of subscribing to those periodicals would have been approximately 

$ 8000. 

Total Amount of the Budget Proposed by the Director-General for 1959 

The CHAIRMAN invited comments on the total amount of the budget proposed by the 

Director-General for 1959, suggesting that members might base such commoits on 

document EB21/AF/WP/15. 

Dr HYDE said that it would be encouraging if the percentage of the total for 

technical activities at Headquarters ^ i.e. activities of both the Department of 

Central Technical Services and the Department of Advisory Services - were increased. 

He saw from document EB21/AF/WP/15 that that percentage had been falling steadily. 

Regular budget funds should be used for the increase. 

Dr M00EE wished to compliment the Director-General, the regional directors and 

their staffs on the thought and effort they had experded in preparing the proposed 

budget for 1959. However, during the Standing Committee
1

 s examination of it, there 

had come to light certain proposals for continued expenditure on current projects, 

some of which he thought should be progressively curtailed and the remainder postponed 

until a later year. 
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He considered that the present anomalous situation regarding the Tuberculosis 

Research Office, for the work of which he had nothing but praise to offer, should be 

rectified by progressively reducing ihe support given to it by WHO with a view to 

terminating it in three or four years' time. 

There was a similar situation regarding grants to the Council for International 

Organizations of Medical Services； the Standing Committee should examine the proposal 

for the grant to that organization in 1959 very carefully. He himself thought that 

the proposed grant should be deleted from the budget estimates. 

Other items of proposed expenditure which he considered were open to question 

were the provision for the broad programmes of the United Nations and the specialized 

agencies, and for liaison with UNICEF, and the provision for a number of the proposed 

expert committees. 

He had doubts about the plans for the proposed seminar on the disposal of radio-

active waste. He did not think it would be practicable for the Organization to 

arrange, such a seminar, even by 1959，and agreed with the Chaiman of the Executive 

Board that it was unlikely that much could be achieved by means of a week's seminar. 

When the International Atomic Energy Agency began to operate effectively and an agree-

ment had been made between it and WHO, the Board would be in a better position than it 

was at present to come to a conclusion regarding the proposed seminar. He was in 

favour of postponing it until after the end of 1959 • 

He thought that by either reducing or deferring the iteras he had mentioned, the 

total budget for 1959 could be reduced by as much as about $ 250 000 without the 

programme for that year being impaired. The savings achieved by making those changes 

might well be used for strengthening the Headquarters technical services. 
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Dr TOGBA also thought that the Director-General and his staff should be 

congratulated on the Proposed Programme and Budget Estimates for 1959. 

He was of the opinion that the regional technical services should be strengthened, 

that work at present being done by the headquarters technical services should be 

assigned to them whenever practical, and that the work of WHO should be decentralized 

as much as possible. 

Dr HIDE said that he had not meant that the administration of field programmes 

should be inore highXy сеггЬгяЛed, but that the headquari^ers technical services should 

extend their planning activities, particularly of such field programmes as the malaria 

eradication programme, and expand their work on problems^ such as biological standard-

ization, which concerned the world as a whole, thus strengthening the world leadership 

function of the Organization* The fact that there was full support for the malaria 

eradication pro gramme was largely due to the great respect in which WHO was held, and 

while that respect had been partly acquired through field work, it was also due, in 

technical quarters, to the high calibre of the scientific work being done at 

Headquarters» That respect should not be reduced by failing to provide adequate^ 

for the headquarters technical services. 

Dr TOGBA asked A e t h e r the Secretariat at Headquarters could be called upon to 

service field activities and how the regional technical services of the Organization 

differed from the headquarters technical services. 

Dr DOROLLE, Deputy Director-General, replied that the extent to which the 

Headquarters Secretariat serviced field activities varied greatly| it depended on the 

nature of those activities. Headquarters, for example, provided most of the services 

needed for mental health work, but for other field activities^ e.g. maternal and child 

health, for which every regional office had specialized staff, it did more in the way 

of leader日hip and co-ordination, drawing up plans and evaluating resulta • 
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There was a great difference between headquarters and the regions as regarded 

central technical activities. A large part of headquarters activities, in the two 

depar-taiients concerned, was devoted to world-wide central technical work, while In 

thë regíoris most, lf not all the aetivitles were concerned with direct assistánoe to 

governments. 
.i' .

 f

 .. . 

Dr TOOBA asked how the aotion urged by Dr Hyde could be taken without Jeopardizing 

the Organization's field work. 

The DEPUTY KCRECTOR-OENERAL said the Headquarters -ientral teehnioal activities 
» 

could not be expanded without reducing field activities unless the budget total were 

increased* He was certain that if those services were expanded it would be to the 

credit of the Organization as a váiole
0
 The reason that they had not been more 

expanded was that successive World Health Assemblies had laid emphasis on field 

activities. 

Dr TOOBA said that if the action urged by Dr Hyde were taken, the Committee 

should recommend an increase in the budget total or the elimination or postponement 

of çertain activities, as Dr Moore had suggested. 

Dr HYDE proposed the following draft resolutionI 

The Standing Committee 

APPROVES the Director-General
1

s budget as presented； 

SUOOESTS
f
 however, that in the preparation of the budget for 1рб0 

consideration be given to the possibility of assigning a greater percentage 

of the proposed budget to atrengttoning the technical eervicee at Headquartprs • 
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Dr TOGBA. said that he would be able to vote in favour of that draft Resolution 

if the words, "provided that does not entail a reduction of field activities" were 

added. 

The 6HAIHMAN suggested that Dr Hyde disouss the draft resolution with Dr Togba 

and Dr Moore after the meeting, and submit a revised version of it in writing later* 

The DEPUTY DIRECTOR-GENERAL said that the wording of the resolution would of 

coui-se need to be modified somewhat in order to bring it into conformity with the 

terbs of reference of the Standing Committee, 

Dr MOORE said he would welcome comments from other members of the Committee on 

the statement he had made, reiterating that he oould see no reason for the grant which 

it was proposed to make to CIOMS in 1959. 

Or TOGBA was opposed to the Standing Committee taking any decision on the proposed 

grant to CIOMS at the present meeting. He would like to hear the views of a 

repre丨sentative of CIOMS before a decision was taken. 

JDr LAKSIMANAN was inclined to agree with Dr Moore regarding the reducing of 

certain provisions and the deferring of certain projects. Muoh of what that speaker 

had said applied also to the leprosy training course which was one of the projects 

und^r Technical Assistance. He doubted whether the plans for it were praotioal. 

Dr HXDE asked whether Dr Moore was of the opinion that the work of the 

Tuberculosis Research Office should be integrated with the Tuberoulosis Section at 

Headquarters, 
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Dr MOORE said that he was, adding that be thought that the support given by WHO for 

tuberôulosis research work should be on the same basis as the support it gave for other 

researoh work. 

The DEF(5TY DIRECTOR-GENERAL said there was a separate item on the Board's agenda 

(item 2il) entitled "Tuberculosis Research Office" and that, in pursuance of Board 

resolution EB17.R235i the Direotor-General had prepared a doouraent (EB21/44) to serve as 

a basis for the Board's discussion on that item. He suggested that the Committee 

might report to the Board what had been said on the subject at the present meeting; the 

Board, after disoussion of the substance, might wish to refer the financial aspects of 

the matter to the Standing Committee. 

It was so agreod. 

The CHAIRMAN asked Dr Moore to put into writing his suggestions conoerning the 

reduction of the number of expert committees and the activities relating to broad 

programmes of the United Nations. 
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2。 STUDY OF THE IMPLICATIONS FOR GOTERNMENTS OF THE DIRECTOR-GENERAL'S 
PROPŒED BITOGET fflVELs Item 7 of the Agenda 

Consideration of Major Questions^ as laid down in Resolution WHA5»,62 

The CHAIRMAN reminded the Committee that the Board's review of the annual 

budget estimates had to include consideration of four questions formulated by the 

Fifth World Health Assembly, the first being: whether the budget estimates were 

adequate to enable the Organization to carry out its constitutional functions, in 

the light of the current stage of its development, 

The DEPUTY DIRECTOR-GENERAL recalled that the answer of the Executive Boar<i 

to that question in 1957 had been as followsi 

"The Board, in considering this question, was of the opinion that the 
constitutional functions of the Organization are of such magnitude that 

‘ the budget estimates for 1958 cannot be said to be adequate.' The 
Organization, both at Headquarters and in the regions, at the current 
stage of its development, is so organized and now has such experience as 
would enable it to carry out its constitutional functions at a considerably 
higher level than at present should additional funds Ъе made available." 
(Official Records No. 77, page 64). 

Dr TOGBA thought that, no matter how large the budget presented to the Board -

or indeed to any other organ of WHO - there would always be some dissatisfaction 

felt, because WHO had not yet reached a stage at which it could provide adequate 

funds to meet the health problems of the world. The budget proposed by the 

Director-General and now before tíie Committee was not adequate to meet those demands i 

if WîO could obtain more money, it could do more work in the field. All members 

appreciated the contribution of $ 5 ООО 000 made by the United States for malaria 

eradication, but in general the Organization was just beginning to scratch the surfaoe 

of the problem. The Committee might therefore prepare an answer to the first question 

similar to that given in the previous year. 
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Sir JOHN CHARLES recalled that, having expressed the opinion just quoted, the 

Executive Board had proceeded to move for a reduction of the budget, thus displaying 

what a psychiatrist might call an ambivalent attitude. 

Dr HIDE said that nobody would commit himself to the opinion that there was 

enough money available to meet the health needs of the world. That would not 

happen in the lifetime of any member of the Committee. It would therefore be 

necessary to use qualifying language, and to say that the budget estimates were not 

adequate to enable the Organization to carry out its constitutional functions in the 

light of the current stage of its development. It could effectively spend far more. 

To say, however, that the budget was inadequate did not commit any WHO organ to 

making it adequate. 

Dr TOCSA proposed that the Director-General should be asked to continue his 

efforts to bring in more funds. 

Dr MOOEE suggested that a referenae be made to the willingness of Meniber States 

to increase their contributions. 

The CHAIEMN pointed out that sucii a suggestion should properly be made under 

the fourth point of resolution WHA5»62 (broad financial implications). 

Dr REGALA said that ..the - organization was developing so rapidly that finances 

,woriCT never be able to catch up with that development. 

Dr T O Œ A observed that no national budget ever made sufficient provision for 

public health. 
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T h e

 СШШШ invited discussion of the seeond point: whether the a n m a l programme 

followed the general programme of work approved by the Health Assembly. He presumed 

that the affirmative answer of the previous year could be repeated. 

The DEPUTÏ DIRECTOR-QENERAL pointed out that the proposed programme represented a 

step forward towards an even fuller implementation of the second general programme of 

work as it gave more emphasis to research and to certain m w activities • The Committee 

might wish to stress that fact in its reply. 

The CHàIRMâN put the third question; whether the programme envisaged could b& 

‘carried out during the budget year. 

The DEPUTY DIRECTQR-ŒNERAL, on the invitation of the Chairman, said that in 1957 

the Board had considered that the Organization was well equipped to carry out during the 

budget year thô programme proposed by the Director-General for 1958 tmder regular, 

Technical Assistance and Other Extra-budgetaxy Funds. 

Dr TOGBA suggested that as far as the malaria eradication programme was concerned, 

the Committee should say not that the Organization was well-equipped) but that it was 

prepared to cariy out the proposed prograramo. 

The DEPUTÏ DIREGTQR-GEMERAL suggested that the previous year丨s wording could be 

retained, and that a sentence should be added to signify that the Board also considered 

that the Organization was prepared to carry out the malaria eradication programme. 

. Dr TOGBA. reiterated that the adjective "well-equipped" should not be used, for it 

was obviously inappropriate. It suggested that the Organization had no need of j.arger 

contributions from governments for more staff or material
 0 

Sir John CHARLES thought a phrase should be inserted to draw attention to the fact 
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The DIRECTOR-GENERAL thought that the malaria programme had to be 

considered separately. 

The CHAIRMAN said that the point should be covered, because the Board*s 

opinion would refer to 1959， and funds had not yet been contributed for the 

malaria programme in that year. 

Sir John CHARLES proposed the words "subject to the necessary funds being 

available for 1959 for malaria eradication", 

The CHAIRMAN stressed the need to distinguish between the capacity of the 

Organization to carry out (1) the proposed general programme and (2) the malaria 

eradication programme, for which latter it had no funds for 1959. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL thought it would be more correct to say that the 

Organization was prepared to carry out the programme if money were made available. 

The point should be ençihasized, for contributions to the malaria eradication 

programme were made on a voluntary basis. 

In answer to Dr Togba, he maintained that "well-equipped" had been used in 

the past to describe the structure of the Organization irrespective of the amount 

of available funds, 

Dr TOGBA asked for the precise wording of the proposed answer. 

The DEPUTY DIRECTOR-GENERAL proposed that the discussion should be considered 

a preliminary one, and that the Rapporteur should be asked to submit draft answers 

for later discussion - perhaps when the first draft of the report o ame up for 

approval 
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Dr TOGBA agreed^ and asked that the report might summarize the present discussion 

briefly. 

Dr MOORE, reverting to the first question (adequacy of budget estimates)
9 

suggested the inclusion of a clause along the following lines: 

"Having in mind that the preparedness of governments to contribute 
financial support to WHO is an essential element in judging the state of 
the Organization^ development, the budget is considered adequate to, fulfil 
the constitutional functions of WHO 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL thought that Dr Moore was combining the first and the 

fourth questions. The fourth question required the Executive Board to consider the 

broad financial implications to governments of the budget estimates. The Committee 

should consider carefully the responsibility it would assume if it referred to the 

preparedness of governments to pay for the programme, The point was a difficult 

one
#
 He had the impression that governments were prepared to contribute much more 

if the request were made. The Health Assembly^ dis cussing the last budget, had 

voted fifty to thirteen in favour of a large increase• Neither the Coiranittee nor 

the Board were really in a position to affirm that governments were not prepared to 

pay. The two questions should be considered separately. Some governments might 

say that he was not asking for enough money, others that he was asking too much. 

Preparedness to pay was too difficult to assess• 

The CHAIRMA.N asked for comment on the fourth point s the broad financial 

implications of the budget estimates. 
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Dr HIDE agreed that members had often been wrong in predicting what governments and 

the Health Assembly would or would not do* While he himself might be even more open to 

error, he thought that the governments represented in the Health Assembly would be 

prepared to support the Director-General
1

s proposal. Some governments were certainly 

able to contribute more» during the last two years they had had the opportunity to 

make additional contributions to WHO, and the contribution of the United States 

丨Government to the Malaria Eradication Special Account had been made in anticipation that 

Í 

¡other governments would follow suit» It had not been made under any oondition of 

matching by other governments, because of the urgency of the situation and because the 

goodwill, co-operation and participation of other governments had been assumed. 

However, as had been apparent from the review of the programme at the morning meeting, 

a great question mark hung over the future financing of the malaria eradication 

programme. The United States Government would probably continue to make substantial 

contributions, even if not on the scale of that for 1958, He therefore hoped that some 

clause could be inserted, as strongly worded as the Committee thoi^jbt ftppropriets* that wou 

invite governments to make contributions to the Malaria Eradication Special Account and 

thus strengthen the Director—Generalas hand in approaching them. 

From experience of past Health Assemblies he thought that governments would support 

the increase of some 5 per cent» in the budget estimates requested by the Direct or—General,., 

Some Member States, however, were able and willing to make further contributiosas, аг?Д 

the Health Assembly should invite them to take advantage of the opportunity presented by 

the Special Account, 
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The CHft.IRMAN suggested that the Rapporteur might submit an appropriate draft. 

It was so agreed» 

Contributions by Governments towards the cost of Implementation of Projects 

The СВкШШ recalled that the Committee had already discussed tho scale of 

assessments at its morning meeting. He invited the Assistant Director-General, 

Department of Administration and Finance, to introduce the document dealing with 

contributions ty governments in local currencies. 

Mr SIEGEL said that the estimated amounts expected to be contributed by governments 

in local currencies towards the costs of implementation of the projects listed in the 

Director-General's Proposed Programme and Budget Estimates for 1959 (Official Records 

No, 81) were shown in document EB2l/AF/WP/lO, The document was in the same form as 

the document on the subject which was presented at every World Health Assembly, The 

Secretariat had endeavoured to get as much information as possible regarding those 

contributions before the budget volume was sent to the printers. It had succeeded 

in obtaining information from 62% of the countries and territories covered by the 

.programme for 1959. An up-to-date version of the document would be prepared for the 

Eleventh World Health Assembly. 

The СШШШ said he thought that the figures in the document should Ъе treated 

with circumspection since they were only estimates « 

Mr SIEGEL said it was true that they were only estimates ； they were the best 

estimates available. 

The meeting rose at 4.10 р,ш« 


